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Archana Kavi, Kailash, Samvrutha Sunil Malayalam Family Entertainer Movie Neelathamara, Director Lal Jose.

Neelathamara(Malayalam 2009) is really a nice movie which is not more than2 hours..just as a short film.Its the remaking of an
old film which .... Lal Jose helms the remake of the classic Malayalam movie 'Neelathamara,' based on a .... Neelathamara
(Malayalam: നീലത്താമര) (English: The Blue Lotus) is a 2009 Malayalam romantic drama film written by M.T. Vasudevan ...
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But for me, a movie is to be viewed setting aside all preconceptions and with a free mind, as an average viewer. So, to be honest,
I liked Lal .... This actress was Her Debut in Malayalam Movie Chottanikkara Amma in 1976 ... from: 1979: Debut movie:
Neelathamara (Malayalam) Known For: Antha Ezhu .... Malayalam Movie Neelathamara which was made in 1979 with Ambika,
Sathar and Ravikumar is to be remade by Lal Jose. The remake will .... Neelathamara is a Malayalam Full Movie Directed By
Yusaf Ali Kecheri,Produced By Abbas Malayil,Star Cast Ravi Kumar,Sathar,Ambika,Bhavani.. Neelathamara (Malayalam:
നീലത്താമര) (English: The Blue Lotus) is a 2009 Malayalam romantic drama film written by M.T. Vasudevan Nair and directed
by Lal Jose. It is the remake of the 1979 film of the same name, scripted by M.T. himself and directed by Yusuf Ali Kechery.
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The film is definitely worth a watch and we sincerely wish such films happen more often in Malayalam. Verdict: Above
Average.. Malayalam Full Movie Neelathamara Malayalam Romantic Movie . Full Movie Prthiviraj Parvathy New Malayalam
Full Movie22 Jul 2019 Neela Thamara. Year.. `Neelathamara' is all about the traditional beliefs about an extraordinary flower,
which blooms in a temple pond as a sign of God's will on the life of his devotees.
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Neelathamara is the remake of a 30 year old Malayalam movie.M T Vasudevan Nair is once again restructuring the scripts of
the hits of the .... Kerala Varma Pazhassi Raja is a 2009 Indian Malayalam-language epic historical drama film based on the life
of Pazhassi Raja, a Hindu king who fought .... Neela Thamara. Year. Languages. Malayalam. Genres. Romance |. A
Woman,Seduced By The Legend Of The Blue Lotus Into Believing.. This actress was Her Debut in Malayalam Movie
Chottanikkara Amma in 1976 ... from: 1979: Debut movie: Neelathamara (Malayalam) Known For: Antha Ezhu .... Best
Malayalam Full Movie Neelathamara #latestcomedyvideo #newmalayalamfilm Watch More Malayalam Comedy Scenes ....
Neelathamara (Malayalam: നീലത്താമര, translation: Blue Lotus) is a 1979 Malayalam language romance film directed by Yusuf
Ali Kechery and written ... fc1563fab4 
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